
THE   MYSTERIOUS    

HOSPITAL     and  

something     else… 
The day had come…they had been warned and they had to 

RUN!  But were.  The lights were flickering and they 

didn’t know what to do! 
They saw a light… And said “could that be an exit?” So 

they ran towards the light but it was just a window.  

It was coming, they had to run! They went into a dark 

room but there was NO light… 

But luckily they had a torch! They didn’t know what it was 

but it was coming for them. They had no were to go so it 

might be the last of it but… 

There was a secret door…QUICKLEY they ran through the 

tunnel… And saw an exit! There was a ladder so they 

climbed the ladder and they went to a whole new world.   

They herd the ugly beast and he was looking for us but he 

didn’t now were we were so we were safe for now… The 

world was like fairy land there was NON EXZIGSTING 

things like fairies, wands and MAJIC it was amazing! They 

wanted to go look around more to see if there was 

something else. So they split up and searched to look for 

some cool things. One of them found a mysterious box so 



he opened it and there was...lots of treasure, gold and 

silver. The other one found lots of emerald, rubies and 

diamonds. Suddenly they found another door…It was 

another exit to another world they said it might be are 

real world! So they went through the tunnel and it wasn’t 

there real world but… It was a better world then the other 

with treasure and stuff. They looked around and there 

was candy EVRYWERE like it was a dream come true they 

ate lots there was a little left. Surprisingly there was 

another door this will be the door to Australia (are 

Country.) So they RAN through the tunnel but it was a… 

a... I don’t now, but it was weird. There was nothing 

suspicious but another door that looked weird so it 

probably was a drain to Australia! They got so excited and 

was jumping up and down! They ran as fast as they could 

and…IT WAS THEY WERE SUPER HAPPY BUT THEN… they 

herd the monster but it was 2 doors away so they shut the 

drain and ran to their  house their parents were EXTRE 

happy and said TO  NEVER LEAVE AGEAIN  WITHOUT 

PREMISHIOUN AGAIN! And they got that for sure!  
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